DHL RAILLINE
DHL RAILCONNECT
BOARDING TRAINS ACROSS EUROPE AND BEYOND

Reliable, secure and environmentally friendly rail transportation solutions – even covering the Eurasian Land Bridge.

www.dhl.com/rail
DHL RAII LINE AND DHL RAII CONNECT AT A GLANCE

DHL Railline:
- Standard loading unit: containers, trailers, wagon groups and block trains
- Pre- and on-carriage, either by chassis truck or trailer (tilt or box)

DHL Railconnect:
- Standard loading unit: pallets
- Pick-up and delivery via DHL road networks
- Maximum weight per item: 1,500 kg
- Maximum dimension per item: 240 cm (L) x 220 cm (W) x 220 cm (H)

Standard features:
- Highly reliable connections between DHL’s regional networks in Europe and Asia
- Dedicated rail hubs in Europe and Asia
- Standardized operation from pick-up to delivery
- Secure and monitored loading and handling
- State-of-the-art Track and Trace
- Efficient handling of transit formalities
- Frequent departures between major business centers
- Highly reliable door-to-door lead times

Value-added features at a surcharge:
- Detailed GPS tracking
- Temperature control
- Cargo insurance
- High value security options
- Hard-copy POD (Proof of Delivery)
- Customs clearance (applicable only to DAP – Delivered at Place)
- Import/Export clearance
- Customized reports
- CO2 measurement and offsetting

RAIL MEETS YOUR BUSINESS DEMANDS

COVERAGE
Connecting continents
With our competence centers in Europe and Asia, we ensure operational excellence. Our dedicated multilingual and cross-culturally experienced team guarantees the best customer experience.

EFFICIENCY
Competitive advantage
A whole range of economic aspects, such as stable energy costs and economies of scale, create the specific benefits of multimodal solutions.

FLEXIBILITY
Responding to your needs
Our extensive network coverage and total control over our own equipment, enable flexible door-to-door solutions that can meet business peaks and market fluctuations.

RELIABILITY
High level of time and cost control
With accurate transit times and stable pricing conditions, we give you the best possible start in planning your supply chain. You can also benefit from our efficient handling of import, export and transit formalities.

SECURITY
Transparent and secure processes
We ensure that your shipments are safe and always visible via our state-of-the-art Track and Trace system. Need even more transparency? GPS monitoring is available on request.

ENVIRONMENT
A significant ecological advantage
Minimize your impact on the environment by reducing your CO2 emission compared to certain different transport modes.

For further information please contact freightservices@dhl.com or visit the DHL Freight website on www.dhl.com/rail

DHL Freight GmbH
Godesberger Allee 102-104
53175 Bonn
Deutschland